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I forecasted a fictional personal carbon economy
system in the near future which is based on the
investigations of several current economy systems.
In order to understand carbon as a potential
economy and value system, I investigated the
global economy of recycling to help me identify
players, elements and social behaviors for carbon
value system and economy. I understand the
current carbon trade policies, regulations and
incentives though California’s industry Carbon Cap
& Trade system; I involved resources and energy
sharing concept into carbon from the sharing
economy. Researching those three systems adds
complexity and depth to my fictional personal
carbon economy.

mundane currency experience, global business
and high-end consumer products (shown in the
map below). Those scenarios bring audiences
to this possible carbon future by seeing how
various social groups and cultures are fed into the
personal carbon economy system.

At the same time, I investigated carbon
sequestration technologies from industrial
applications and labs, and then extrapolated them
into individual entities based on their capacities. I
tested available sequestration technologies: algae,
which lead to my piece on algae jackets of Skin
Farming.

As they say, The future is already here, but not
evenly distributed. Some dystopia futures we
envisioned are someone’s real live in some regions
today. Anthropocene challenges need more action
than awareness. It is hard to translate awareness
&+$.%#6$&.+%21$%()'&*+%6#+%+1(*)%6"#+*)%20%
preparing people mentally and physically through
visuals and experiences. The scenarios I created
are intended to get people mentally prepared
for action. The functional artifacts are for physical
preparation for taking actions. This is a small step
toward turning awareness into action and will
become a catalyst for change.

Based on the three current economy systems
and carbon sequestration technologies, I
()'&*+)(%#%')3&)'%.5%'6)+#3&.'%.5%&+$)3#6$&.+'%
with carbon currency and personal carbon cap in
four perspectives: political policy and regulation,
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I expressed those interactions through physical
artifacts which bring the future scenarios closer to
today’s world. They have the power to transport
the carbon economy future to my audience
through presence, touch or even wear. The
functional artifacts can be made into products
today and have the possibility to turn my audience
&+$.%1')3'7%
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The new personal carbon economy
will be initiated by a new carbon cur!
rency and carbon limit published by
the United Nations.
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United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) built the United
Nations Department of Carbon(UNDC) in 2030.
UNDC is responsible for publishing carbon policy
and regulation, carbon accounting and carbon

technology development. Its mission is to use
the collective citizens power to make up the gap
between the industry carbon reduction plan and a
carbon sustainable life.
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UNDC put a carbon price on human activities.
This new global currency, called Carbon Credit
(emblem above), add carbon to the global
currency market. Humanity finally steps into the
world of Carbon Economy. Every human activity

!&

produces carbon dioxide, individuals have to
pay for every single kilogram of carbon dioxide
they emit directly or indirectly. One carbon credit
equals to one kilogram of carbon dioxide.

/0$%+,+1#)$%&"'()$!((,-"+),$-#"$*&.

48.4Kg
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5.5Kg
5

42.9 kg = 42.9

Every citizen now has 5.5kg free carbon credits
per day. The average personal carbon emission
is currently 48.4 kg. If you exceed your carbon
credit, you can make up the difference as a
monthly payment to the Department of Carbon.

= 42.9 $ / day

The exchange rate between the carbon credit and
dollar is one carbon credit equals to one dollar.
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The carbon offset LOGO is the code for carbon
sustainable products. Manufacturers who use low
carbon solutions in their businesses can put this
code on their products and can be sold in lower
carbon prices than other products in the market.
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Everyday interactions with the new
carbon currency and carbon limit
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Every product and activity costs carbon credits,
and carbon prices vary depending on the
carbon emissions created during cultivation,
manufacturing and transportation.

Every citizen has a carbon balance in their bank
account. Every carbon credit payment will be
calculated into their carbon balance automatically.
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Carbon History
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Every individual monitors their activities and carbon footprints. It became a daily ritual like checking time. People make decisions depending on
how much of a footprint is left in that day, such as
taking a bus rather than driving back home, get a

salad for dinner rather than a cheeseburger when
they are low in balance
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All the carbon prices are listed on the tags and
menus. After you pay the bill for dinner, the carbon
credits are listed on the receipt and added to your
carbon balance automatically.

"$

The UNDC collaborated with PRADA and released
a set of smart carbon wallets for high society
that cannot be removed. The Carbon Pin (yellow
button) tracks every activity and purchase, then
tightens the wallet automatically.

The more owners spend, the tighter the wallets
will be; if they run out of carbon credits, the wallet
will tighten and constrict their breath, reminding
them to purchase more credits and make better
6#32.+%6".&6)'7
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Urban dwellers involved in the carbon value
system, purchase these products as self
branding of carbon consciousness or due to
social peer pressure.
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Diamond Water is a high-end sparkling water
maker that can help you offset personal carbon
emissions. Since it is super efficient in offsetting
carbon dioxide, it was released as a luxury product
which is as expensive as a diamond.

People purchase it not only for carbon offsetting,
but also as a representation of social identity and
'$#$1'7
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The cap, the white diamond, is coated with a layer
.5%)+*&+))3)(%3)'&+%/"&6"%6#+%#2'.32%#+(%'$.3)%
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. After the
diamond captures the CO2, you can tighten it to
the bottle and immerse it in the still water.

#(

The moisture sensitive resin will release CO2 and
make still water into sparkling water. You can also
shake the water to enjoy a better flavor.

Mr. Beard Spring Collection 2030

Cultivating moss beards to offset personal carbon
footprints has become a popular lifestyle and fashion trend among gentlemen in London. After moss
beards get mature, customers can rinse and blend
them into smoothies with fruits.

Mr. Beard, a famous moss beard brand, released
new looks for the 2030 Spring collection. They
also added a broader choices of moss for beard
customizations.
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As a fashion city, ladies in Paris figured out a way
to offset carbon footprint to be responsible but
also stay fashionable by growing Algae Ruff. Two
layers of algae grow on the surfaces of an agar
layer which is a nutritious foundation for algae.

Two polymer layers sandwich the algae layers
and agar layer, sealing them inside. The polymer
shell is permeable, allowing CO2 and O2 to pass
through during photosynthesis.

##

The size of the algae ruff is customized based on
personal daily carbon footprints. Since it became
such a successful accessory, people want to introduce it to New York. Based on New York citizen’s
personal carbon footprint, the size of ruff was

#$

made as twice as large as the ones made for Paris
citizens.

Harvesting for SKIN

Harvesting for FOOD

Oxygen Exits

Natural Beauty

Dust free roof to preserve heat
Transparent case allows Spirulina
to be exposed to sunlight anytime

CO2
complete super foods

Spirulina

Install feeding mouthpiece to
personally feed Spirulina.

A famous air purifier brand created a new product to explore how Spirulina could be designed
as a built-in ecosystem into residential units to
offset carbon dioxide. It functions absorbing by
carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen to balance

out excessive carbon emissions. In addition, it can
filter the air organically and create fresh oxygen for
its customers. Personally supplying CO2 will make
the process special.
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Customers can also harvest the Spirulina for natural beauty products and nutritious super food by
using the tools that come with the purifier.
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Algae Sushi

With the development of algae cultivating technology, people can transplant algae onto skin now,
but it still requires special care to keep the algae
healthy. A new restaurant opened in Tokyo called
Sumo Algae Sushi, where you can eat the algae

growing on sumo player’s skin. The algae grows
within a Japanese tattoo contour. When it gets
mature, sumo players will dress up to serve the
algae for the customers.

#'

Sumo Algae Sushi holds an exclusive ceremony
once a month. Customers have to make
reservations for the ceremony three months in
advance. They fly to Tokyo from all over the world
to attend the ceremony. Unfortunately, all the

#)

ceremonies in 2033 are already booked.

80kg

Congratulations!

UNDC Education Group developed a game,
Tree-Go, to educate and involve teenagers in the
carbon economy. Teenagers can donate acres
of trees by playing games to participate in the
carbon sustainable march. Every tree they grow

inside of the game will be turned into one carbon
credit and be donated to the Oxygen Farms as
additional supporting budget for the UNDC.

$*

Teenagers collect water and nutrition from around
the city to take care of the trees in their games.
Based on the data, UNDC will help the teenagers
distribute budget to Oxygen Farmers to plant
trees and offset carbon dioxide. Teenagers will get

$(

rewards inside of the game based on the carbon
dioxide offset by the trees they donated. TreeGo became one the most popular games among
$))+#*)3'7
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Culture and business adaptations to
personal carbon economy
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The World Carbon bank is a platform whose mission is to accelerate the carbon sustainability goal
by using individual carbon exchanges. Instead of
paying the high carbon bills to The UNDC, you
can purchase carbon credits at much lower prices

from Individuals and businesses worldwide, who
earn extra carbon credits from the UNDC by offsetting carbon emissions using their own methods.

$#

The world carbon bank connects you to carbon
pickers all around the world. The prices of the
carbon credit vary depending on the efficiency of
6#32.+%'):1)'$3#$&.+7
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Buyers can browse carbon pickers’ personal profiles, including carbon offset stories, locations and
stock analytics to plan and decide their carbon
purchases. Some cheaper carbon credit goes fast,
so buyers can subscribe the seller and get notifica-

tions when there would be more credits coming
for sale.

$%

The World Carbon Bank connects buyers with their
monthly carbon balances. Buyers can make sure
that they have purchased all the credits they need
in order to avoid high bills from UNDC.

$&

Dairy farmers were charging higher rates due to
the huge amount of methane emissions from cows.
A new system of capture methane from cows has
been introduced to dairy farmers in Tulare Country,
CA. It includes collection devices and a gathering
hub. The collection devices sit on cows’ backs and

collect methane continuously directly from their
rumen before it goes into the atmosphere. The
collection device is inflatable. The more methane
it collects the bigger it becomes. After three hours,
it will float in the air as a signal for milking and
gathering methane.
$'

The gathering hub is designed to collect methane
from the collection devices, which is installed on
top of the original milking systems. When they
hook up the cow with the milking system, they
also hook up the methane collecting system. After
methane is collected, it will be sent to an existing
$)

energy production system, such as natural gas. In
return, farms will get carbon credits. The efficiency
of the collection system not only paid the bills
for the methane emissions, but also earned extra
carbon credits for farmers to sell through the The
World Carbon Bank.

Due to global warming five islands, Fiji, Tuvalu,
Marshall Islands and Vanuatu, are under water.
Their dwellers had to relocate to Sydney Australia,
where employment became a huge challenge. A
group of pacific climate refugees ran their carbon

pancakes truck to support their lives in Sydney.
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They use sodium carbonate to absorb CO2 from
the air which turns into baking soda for pancakes.
They can sell the pancakes and carbon credits they
gained from UNDC by offsetting carbon dioxide.
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Indonesian farmers started operating Oxygen
Farms a few years ago, instead of running palm oil
tree farms which destroy the forests and release
tons of carbon back into the air. Oxygen farmers, successfully sold carbon credits they earned

Customize printed chips to claim and monitor photosynthesis data from trees

through The World Carbon Bank. In some oxygen
farming regions, farmers are able to use only carbon credits as their local currency for living. They
also got reported on by The New York Times.
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They use customized printed chips to claim and
farmers can earn much more than before. More
monitor the trees. Farmers take care of the trees
importantly, they can also protect their homes.
and gain carbon credits based on photosynthesis
data from the chips. Comparing the one hectare
annual income of oxygen farms with oil palm trees,
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In order to keep the sales of their high carbon
priced products, the Coca Cola Company released
Carbon Openers to help their loyal regional
customers, such as Mexico City, offset their carbon
63)(&$'7%

The opener can collect CO2 from the soda when
you use it to open the bottle. After collection, customers can return CO2 to any store selling Coca
Cola soda and will receive carbon credits. People
started using it to capture carbon dioxide from all

%#
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kinds of soda and sell those credits though The
World Carbon Bank.

A group of ranchers knows how to regenerate
their soil and lock carbon in the soil while making
their animals healthier and their operations more
profitable. The carbon they locked in the soil can
be turned into carbon credits and sold through

The World Carbon Bank. The beef they produce
can get a carbon offset logo on its tag.

%%

The beef provides customers healthier food but
sold at much lower carbon prices than other beef
in the market, which making it very popular.
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Don’t use sharp edges
to scratch the surface;
it might cause public
awkwardness and
financial losses.

AL-cology, one of the leading bio-fuel producers, launched a pilot project in San Francisco, Skin
Farming, attempting to overcome the challenge of
sustainable bio-fuel cultivation and taking advantage of the carbon exchange system. Skin Farming

is a project which recruits urban algae farmers to
cultivate algae for AL-cology by wearing algae
jackets; in return, urban algae farmers will be paid
back by carbon credits which they can sell on The
World Carbon Bank platform.
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Timeline

The algae jackets are tied with tags including instructions to cultivate algae. Urban algae farmers,
mostly part-time, can check out algae jackets from
the laundries for free. Their body temperature provides the right growing condition for algae. They

%)

shake their bodies to mix the algae and expose
to sunlight for photosynthesis. Farmers track the
growing status of algae using color palettes. After
the algae matches the harvest color, farmers can
drop the jacket off at the laundries.
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All of the scenarios and artifacts are
designed within the tension between
scientific reseach and poetic imagination.
I illustrated the scientific, cultural and
social inspirations below.
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2,014,>713<14/1!)M(%1>61/812,-./01=5/B5=71<7-1K/3-1
TK52K1591,:@/941!_"1/81/071<7-9/0X91=,5:;12,-./01
<-/</9545/015014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=1
,91,1K56KW70=1<-/=324M1
'!

'"

\/991591397=1,91,193-D5D,:14//:15014K71T5:=14/=,;1
8/-1=-50>5061T,47-S1=-7995061,1T/30=1,0=17,4506M1
^7/<:71=-50>1TK7,46-,991.:70=14/1.//941
4K715@@30719;947@14/=,;M1JK591591,16-7,419560,:18/-1
<7/<:71T5::50614/1=-50>1@/991.:70=1,91
=,5:;18//=193<<:7@70415014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./01
72/0/@;1T/-:=M

AV)+".))6&7344&+4&$&(+;01G#3(36).&(+#0)"&10$1&3"(%&
;6384&13&?)&$&D)8&#)"1+7)1)64&1$((>&/0)6)&$6)&"3&
D3C".&+"&7341&3D&10)&!W&+"&3-)"H&.6%&$6)$4>
S$,&7344&+4&D3C".&+"&10)&73C"1$+"3C4&6);+3"4&3D&
10)&!W&$".&;6384H&$4&10)&"$7)&4C;;)414H&3"&3$,&
D637&10)&4+.)&3D&10)&16))H&$1&()$41&13&7)H&$".&0$4&$&
-$()H&;6))"+40G;6$%&A()$:)4E&10$1&$6)&-3+"1%>&/0)%&
;638&13&?)&$?3C1&IGX&#)"1+7)1)64&(3";>&/0)%&;638&
13;)10)6&13&D367&($6;)&#(C7-4>
W-$"+40&7344&+4&10$1&?)$C1+DC(H&.6$-+";&7344&10$1&
0$";4&D637&16))4H&7341(%&3$,&16))4H&1063C;03C1&10)&
!W&$".&)4-)#+$((%&+"&10)&)$41)6"&43C10)6"&41$1)4>&
;6384&+"&80$1&$--)$64&13&?)&416+";4>E
G4C6:+:3-).+$>#37H&&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

'#

'$

%G7Q>&-,9"#$@+>"(>&-C94#C
R&S"#)>#$R+B#"@("#$E&,+()&4$R&'("&,(".

AY+#63#$-4C()4&#3"1$+"+";&43.+C7&#$6?3"$1)&
43(C1+3"&$6)&4C4-)".).&3"&$&7)40&.C6+";&#$6?3"&
.+3R+.)&$?436-1+3"&1)41+";>&/0)&7)40&$((384&7$"%&
#$-4C()4&13&?)&1)41).&$1&3")&1+7)&80+()&,))-+";&
10)7&4)-$6$1).H&)R-34+";&736)&3D&10)+6&4C6D$#)&
$6)$>E&&

AF&6CDD&+4&$"&+1)7&3D&#(310+";&836"&+"&*)41)6"&
ZC63-)&D637&10)&7+.G4+R1))"10&#)"1C6%&13&10)&7+.G
4):)"1))"10&#)"1C6%>&/0)%&4)6:).&$4&#0$";)$?()&
-+)#)4&3D&#(310&10$1&#3C(.&10)74)(:)4&?)&($C".)6).&
4)-$6$1)(%&80+()&,))-+";&10)&8)$6)6Q4&.3C?()1&D637&
?)#37+";&43+().&$1&10)&")#,(+")>E&&&

&GO$86)"#)&O+:)6736)&2$1+3"$(&O$?36$136%H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

P502714K591@,47-5,:1591<7-@7,.:71,0=1,.:714/1
7B2K,06712,-./01=5/B5=71,0=1/B;670M1V1<-/</97=1
,1</995.:71=7D7:/<@7041/814K591472K0/:/6;18/-1
6-/T5061,:6,71,0=1,<<:57=15414/18,9K5/01=79560M1

&G*+,+-).+$H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

JK718/:=7=194-3243-71/814K71-3881<-/D5=791K3671
93-8,271,-7,18/-16-/T5061,:6,71,0=1<K/4/9;04K7959M1
JK71T5-7=18/-@1,0=14K71,T>T,-=1@/D7@70491
TK5:71T7,-5061541,:9/1.72/@71,1<-/D/2,45D71=795601
67943-718/-1K56KW70=1<-/=3249M11
'%

'&

<+>"('+&4$F(@#N$'.$T;+4+-C
\52-/.5,:1`/@7S1591,01,=D7043-71501-74K50>5061
=/@794521:587a1K/T1-795=7045,:13054912/3:=1.71
=795607=1T54K1.35:4W50172/9;947@M1P<5-3:50,1U5-1
^7/<:714/=,;1@,>71P<5-3:50,1504/1,18,25,:1@,9>1,0=11
93<7-18//=14/=,;S14K391541T5::1.71@/-71</<3:,47=1501
4K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=M1

7B<:/-,45/01/81K/T1=/@794521:5871T5::1.712K,067=1
5014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=M1V1,995607=1
I;9/01,91,1.-,0=1.72,3971/815491C3,:54;1,0=1
K56KW70=1:58794;:71-7<34,45/01501+K50,1TK7-714K71
72/0/@;1T/-:=M1

U:6,715917,9;14/16-/T1,0=1@,504,50M1^7/<:712,01
23:45D,471,:6,71,0=1K,-D79415418/-18//=1,41K/@7M

''

')

M(@&C$OL&)&$6"(@$%;+4#UC$%&,;(4+>$/)+B#"C+,.
A9C66)"1(%H&7$"G7$.)&4,+"&#$""31&4C--(%&10)&
3R%;)"&+1&")).4&13&(+:)&?)#$C4)&10)6)&$6)&"3&?(33.&
:)44)(4>&[C1&10+4&$(;$)G?$4).&4,+"&-63.C#)4&+14&
38"&3R%;)"&C4+";&-03134%"10)4+4>&/0)&4,+"&#$"&?)&
YK701V1T,91://>50618/-1,123:43-714K,41,227<491
7,450618//=1/01K3@,01./=;S1V1-7:,47=15@@7=5,47:;1
4/1H;/4,5@/-5S14K710,>7=1./=;1939K5M1R,97=1/014K71

3-)"&83C".4&$".&1C7364>E&&
&G:3#$1+:>#37H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

9270,-5/M1P3@/1K,91K56K19/25,:1-79<72414K391@,>71
4K591939K517B<7-5702717B2:395D71,0=17B<7095D7M1

9>5012,01K,D71,19<725,:1</9545/015014K71<7-9/0,:1
/341/814T/1:,;7-91/81</:;@7-S1,1.:70=1/812/T14599371
,0=19K,->12,-45:,671,0=1,195:52/0714/<1:,;7-1TK52K1
4K7/-;M1`3@,0W,:6,712/@@709,:59@1@56K41.71,1
8343-714-70=S1TK52K1,:9/1<-/D5=71<7/<:718//=1
,0=1/B;670M

YK7015412/@7914/14K718/-@1/81,:6,71939K5S14K71
<,447-01/81b,<,079714,44//12,01<-/D5=714K71305C371
9K,<712/04/3-1635=718/-16-/T506M1JK71<,-,=/B52,:1
23:43-71,794K745291.74T770194-77414,44//1,0=1
.5/92570271K,2>7-91,0=14K7193@/1,0=10,>7=1./=;1
939K51,==147095/0914/14K718343-719270,-5/M

)*

)(

EP0P$V$P$W#&"$+)$,;#$R+6#$(6$O&",;UC$%G7
&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

I3-50614K7193@@7-1/81!*(%S14K71^/>7@/01L/1
U<<1T5<712545N70914/14K7194-7749M1V41.72,@71,1
9/25,:1<K70/@70/01/812-/T=91K/:=5061<K/0791
,-/30=1254579197,-2K5061,0=1T,5450618/-1</>7@/09M1
V1,@10/416/50614/1,-63714K71<-/91,0=12/091/81
4K716,@71K7-7S1.3414K71@/941<:,395.:715@<,241
5914K,414K716,@712K,067=1<7/<:7X91.7K,D5/-9M1
JK,4X91,1D,:3,.:717B,@<:718/-1=7956050618/-103=671
2K,0679M1

JK591591,1D5=7/1/81,013:4-,WK56KW-79/:345/01HUPU1
2/@<347-1@/=7:M1V419K/T91K/T12,-./01=5/B5=71
5014K71,4@/9<K7-714-,D7:91,-/30=14K716:/.7M1JK71
K36712/04-,941.74T77014K714T/192-7709K/4919K/T91
4K71788/-41/81<K/4/9;04K795914/16:/.,:12,-./01:7D7:1
=3-50614K7193@@7-M1JK712,-./01:7D7:1-597913<1,847-1
4K7193@@7-170=9M1V415919430050614K,41K/T1</T7-83:1
,0=12-325,:14K714-7791,-7M1J-7791@3941<:,;17997045,:1
-/:7915014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=M1

JK59107T19/25,:1.7K,D5/-14-5667-7=1@714/16-,8414K71
6,@714/1@;1<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=1,0=1
2-7,47=14K71J-77W6/1U<<M11

)!

)"
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F014K719K/3:=7-91/8165,049a1JK71T7.1=795601591
.,97=1/01U5-.0.X91T7.95471TK7-71<7/<:712,012K72>1
7D7-;1,D,5:,.:71K/3979S1:/2,45/091,0=194/-579

JK71EFLF17B<:/-,45/091=3-50614K71<-/2799

c,2K1472K0/:/6;1K,91,1=5887-70412,<,254;1/812,-./01
/889744506M1Z/-17B,@<:7S1\74K,071E,=;15919/:=1
501@32K1:/T7-1<-52714K,01P/=,1P/:=57-91.72,3971
@74K,071591@/-71K,-@83:14K,012,-./01=5/B5=71,0=1
2,-./01=5/B5=714K7;12/::7247=18-/@19/=,12/04,507=1
:/491/81947,@9M1JK391\74K,071:,=;1591@32K1@/-71
2/@<74545D714K,01P/=,1P/:=57-91,0=19/:=1/3418,94M1

)#

)$

The story of the seller is an empathetic gesture of
the carbon trade platform. The platform is not only
for trading but also as a diffuser carbon awareness
and humanity cares.

The world carbon bank connects buyers to their
carbon balances, so that buyers are able to plan
and check their carbon purchases to avoid high
carbon bills from UNDC.

Due to climates, productions and holidays, the
stock of the carbon credits from seller’s varies. The
unstable of the stock also lead to varying dollar
prices of the carbon credits.

The carbon credit order summary can help buyers
refer to their carbon purchases history.

)%

)&

AY)10$")&6)()$4).&?%&#384&$4&$&6)4C(1&3D&10)+6&
.+;)41+:)&-63#)44)4&$##3C"14&D36&K\]&3D&$((&7)10G
$")&)7+44+3"4H&$".&7)10$")&0$--)"4&13&?)&3")&3D&
10)&83641&;6))"03C4)&;$4)4>&^3C".&D36&-3C".H&10)&
#37-$6$1+:)&+7-$#1&3D&7)10$")&3"&#(+7$1)&#0$";)&
+4&3:)6&KJ&1+7)4&;6)$1)6&10$"&#$6?3"&.+3R+.)&3:)6&$&
LJJG%)$6&-)6+3.>E&&&&G[+;10+",>#37H&&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

8+10&#$""C($4&+"&10)+6&4+.)4&10$1&$6)&#C1&.+6)#1(%&
-(C;&80+#0&$((38&D$67)64&13&4))&038&D33.&+4&?)+";&
-63#)44).H&$".&13&$"$(%4)4&10)&$"+7$(Q4&)")6;%&

X+($<#,;&)#$M#C,+)LN$P"L#),+)&UC$E&,+()&4$
Y)C,+,9,#$(6$PL"+>94,9"&4$M#>;)(4(L.$HYEMPI

&GU$+(%7$+(H&&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

/0)&IJJ&(+1)64&3D&7)10$")&-)6&.$%&$&#38&)7+14H&#$"&
?)&C4).&13&3-)6$1)&$&D6+.;)&#$-$#+1%&3D&LJJ&(+1)64&$1&
$&1)7-)6$1C6)&3D&?)18))"&183&$".&4+R&.);6))4&D36&
$&DC((&.$%>&&&G[+;10+",>#37H&&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

R,97=1/014K717B5945061472K0/:/6;1/81@74K,071
2/::7245/01,0=14K71D,:371/814K71@74K,07S1V1
70D595/07=1K/T14K712/T1@74K,0712/::72450619;947@1
/<7-,4715014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=M1

)'

))

0.),;#,+>$M"##CN$%#),#"$6("$E#L&,+B#$%&"'()$
O@+CC+()CN$P"+1()&$0,&,#$/)+B#"C+,.3
A/0)&-$-)6%&-($41+#&$6)&#3$1).&+"&$&6)4+"&10$1&
#3"1$+"4&43.+C7&#$6?3"$1)H&80+#0&-C((4&#$6?3"&
.+3R+.)&3C1&3D&10)&$+6&$".&4136)4&+1&$4&$&?+#$6?3"$1)&
<?$,+";&43.$=&3"&10)&7$1)6+$(>A&
F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

U22/-=50614/14K71=792-5<45/0S19/=53@12,-./0,471
2,01,.9/-.12,-./01=5/B5=71,0=143-01541504/1.,>5061
9/=,1TK52K1591,015@</-4,041.,>5061506-7=5704M1
YK,41581T712,01345:5N714K591.,>50619/=,18/-12//>506]11
JK5914K/36K41:7=14/14K71+,-./01^,02,>71<-/[724M1

</995.:71-7:/2,471:/2,45/0M1d7836771-7:/2,471,:T,;91
2,39719/25,:1<-/.:7@9S1,0=1-78367791,:9/1077=14/1
<-7993-7M1`7-71591TK7-714K712,-./01<,02,>718//=1
4-32>12/@79150M1

(**

(*(

YG^)4$&+4&$&73?+()&-03")G?$4).&73")%&16$"4G
($C"#0).&+"&KJJM&+"&_)"%$&$".&)R-$".).&13&FDG
13&.)-34+1H&8+10.6$8H&16$"4D)6&73")%&$".&-$%&D36&
;33.4&$".&4)6:+#)4&<O+-$&"$&YG^)4$=&)$4+(%&8+10&$&
73?+()&.):+#)>&&&&&G*+,+-).+$H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM
E/2,:123--702;12,0125-23:,471501,1<,-4523:,-167/W
6-,<K52,:1:/2,:54;1,41<,-4525<,45061/-6,059,45/09M1
YK,415815019/@71-765/091T5::1/0:;1K,D712,-./012-7=541
,914K7123--702;M1JK/9718,-@7-91TK/1:5D715014K71
T54K12/@@3054;1.35:=5061,0=183::;1345:5N7154917B5945061
<-/=3245D71-79/3-279M

J701;7,-91,6/1501+K50,S1D5954/-912,-D7=14K75-10,@791
/01.,@.//91,0=14-7714-32>91,91@,->918/-1D5954506M1
V41T,910/41,1,<<-/<-5,471.7K,D5/-S1.3415412,01.71,01
5047-7945061.7K,D5/-18/-1FB;6701Z,-@7-914/12:,5@1
4-7791,914K75-1T/->5061-765/09M1JK71<-5047=17:72W
4-/05212K5<912,01.714K71?@,->9A18/-12:,5@506M

(*!

(*"

F""C$(&-)6&#$-+1$&#3"4C7-1+3"&3D&93#$G93($&937-$"%`4&
?):)6$;)&-63.C#14&D637&LaaL&13&KJLKH&?%&#3C"16%&G&
41$1+41$>#37H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

\7B52/15914K71.5667941+/2,+/:,12/093@5061
2/304-;1TK52K1@,>7915414K71.7941:/2,45/018/-14K71
2,-./01/<707-19270,-5/M

^-/4/4;<71,0=147941T54K14K712,-./01/<707-M11

(*#

(*$

AF(()"&*+((+$74H&b$?)&[638"&$".&2)+(&U)""+4&
G&0)63)4&$".&+""3:$1364c&/0)4)&6$"#0)64&"38&
,"38&038&13&6);)")6$1)&10)+6&43+(4&80+()&7$,+";&
10)+6&$"+7$(4&0)$(10+)6&$".&10)+6&3-)6$1+3"4&
)"$?(+";&6$+"8$1)6&13&4+",&+"13&10)&)$610&6$10)6&
10$"&6C"&3DD>&F".&10)4)&1C6").&S2&43+(4&6)1$+"&10$1&
8$1)6H&43&10)&6$"#0)4&$6)&7C#0&736)&6)4+(+)"1&+"&
G&W3+(&9$6?3"&938?3%4H&F-6+(&IJH&KJLM

JK71@74K/=914K/9719/5:12,-./012/T./;913971T5::1
.72/@714-7,93-7915014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1
T/-:=M1JK71:/T7-12,-./01<-52791T5::1@,>714K7@1
2/@<74545D715014K71@,->74S14K7014K7;X::16,501@/-71
.3=67414/1@,504,501,0=1=7D7:/<14K71472K0/:/6579M1

(*%

(*&

^K/4/9;04K795915914K71@/941/-6,0521T,;1/81/88974W
450612,-./01=5/B5=7S1,0=14K71,:6,715914K71@/94178W
6-/T1,0=1K3@,01./=;147@<7-,43-71591[39414K71-56K41
70D5-/0@70418/-1>77<5061,:6,7M1YK;1=/0X41T713971
4K71./=;147@<7-,43-714/16-/T1,:6,7]1
V16-7T1@;1/T01,:6,71,0=1@,=714K591[,2>74M1U::14K71
5094-3245/091/014K714,61,-71.,97=1/01@;1/T017BW
<7-5702791/81>77<5061,:6,71,0=1@,>50614K71,:6,71
[,2>74M

V014K717:724-/0521-72;2:50619;947@S19/@71-72;2:7=11
2K5<91T5::1.71970=14/1+K50,1,0=1=594-5.347=14/1
T/->7-1TK/1T5::1=59,997@.:714K7@1,41K/@71395061
=/@7945214//:9M1JK5919270,-5/1@56K41,:9/1K,<<70W
50615014K71<7-9/0,:12,-./0172/0/@;1T/-:=S14K391
4K71T/->5061.:37193541.72/@71@;12/:/-1-787-702791
8/-14K71P>501Z,-@5061[,2>74M

V01/-=7-14/13971./=;147@<7-,43-714/16-/T1,:6,7S1
U:6,718,-@7-91K,D714/1T7,-154M1JK71@/0>1>,9,;,1591
,16//=1-787-702718/-17,9;14/1T7,-1,0=1K,91:,-671
93-8,271,-7,M1JK7194-3243-71/814K71.344/01,0=14K71
<,447-01,-714K718/-@1509<5-,45/0918/-14K71P>501Z,-@W
5061<-/[724M

P/@712/@@3054579X1254;1T,::1501+K50,1T,912/D7-7=1
.;14K/97197-D5271,=D7-4597@7049M1P/@717:724-521
<52>7-91,:9/139714K/971,=D7-4597@70418/-12/::724W
506M1JK/971,=D7-4597@70491@56K41,:9/18/30=15014K71
8343-719>5018,-@50612/@@3054579M
(*'

(*)

#0330$(1%&

Since the personal carbon economy is
a complex system, I made a promotion
video for The World Carbon Bank, in
order to deliver a quick peek at the
fictional personal carbon economy world.
In order to deliver tactile experience to
the audience, I made two fully functional
algae garments from the personal carbon
economy world: Skin Farming Jacket and
Carbon Garden dress. Hope the surreal
present of the garments can provoke
physical preparations for transferring
awareness to actions in Anthropogenic
challenges.
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At China Town, San Francisco
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At Yerba Buena Gardens
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During my design process, I had lots of
material tests, carbon technology and
background research. I organized them in
this Appendix section for future uses and
references.

(#$

Carbon
Technology &
Background
Research

Bio Methane Capture

300 liters of methane
/day/cow

The Artificial Leaf

Synthetic trees

1591,12K7@52,:1<-/279914K,41
-7<:52,47914K710,43-,:1<-/27991/81
<K/4/9;04K7959S1,1<-/279914K,41
2/0D7-491930:56K4S1T,47-S1,0=12,-./01
=5/B5=71504/12,-./K;=-,4791,0=1
/B;670e1,91,015@54,45/01/81,10,43-,:1
<-/27991541591.5/@5@7452M1

_($C4&O$#,")6H&
9)"1)6&D36&2);$1+:)&9$6?3"&
Z7+44+3"4H&F6+B3"$&W1$1)&!"+:)64+1%>

29.16 kg/hour

Algae Artificial Skin

CO2-capture
microcapsules

^63D)4436&/37$4&Z;$"$&
90+()Q4&9$103(+#&!"+:)64+1%

Bacteria Consume
!"=
906+4&90$";H&
/0)&90$";&O$?H&!9&[)6,)()%
4K7127047-X916/,:15914/13971930:56K41
,0=1T,9471+F!14/1@,>71:5C35=1837:9M
(#%

Silk Leaf

Before the Flood

dC(+$"&Y)(#0+366+H&
V3%$(&93(();)&3D&F61H&/CD14&!"+:)64+1%

KJLf&H&U3#C7)"1$6%&

+/0959491/812K:/-/<:,9491939<70=7=1
501,1@,4-5B1@,=71/341/8195:>1<-/4750M

U24/-1E7/0,-=/1I5+,<-5/1@77491T54K1
9257045949S1,245D59491,0=1T/-:=1:7,=7-91
4/1=59239914K71=,067-91/812:5@,471
2K,0671,0=1</995.:719/:345/09M

Terra Leaf

Soil Carbon Cowboys

Z.&90)"

JK7971-,02K7-910/T1>0/T1K/T14/1
:/2>14K712,-./015014K75-19/5:91TK5:71
@,>50614K75-1,05@,:91K7,:4K57-1,0=1

Peridotite

10 Ways
‘Negative Emissions’

Reported in csrwire.com

O$86)"#)&O+:)6736)&2$1+3"$(&
O$?36$136%

U1@5B43-71/8197-<7045071,0=1/:5D5071
-/2>S1591,16-7,41932>7-1/812,-./01
=5/B5=7S197,:50614K71,.9/-.7=16,91
,9194,.:71@,607953@12,-./0,471
@507-,:M

Carbon Engineering

Biological Concrete

Basalt Rock Cliffs

+cX91472K0/:/6;194-,476;15914/1
=7D7:/<1,1:/TW-59>S12K7@52,:W.,97=1
+F!1,5-12,<43-719;947@14K,41T712,01
.-50614/1@,->7415014K7107,-W47-@1T54K1
2/@<74545D7172/0/@529M11

W16C#1C6$(&/)#0"3(3;%&b63C-H
!"+:)64+1$1&^3(+1e#"+#$&.)&9$1$(C"%$

.3..:7918-/@14K71.,9,:4X918/-@,45/01

#$6?3"?6+)D>36;

;7,-91,6/M1^3@<50612,-./01=5/B5=71
504/14K7971,0257041.3..:7912,39791541
4/1-7,2414/18/-@194,.:71:5@794/071f1
2,:253@12,-./0,47M
(#&

Global Economy of Recycling

Top 20 CO2e Emissions and Vulnerability by Country

Individuals contributions to carbon emissions:
I visualized 1kg carbon dioxide emission equation to our daily objects and activities.

Carbon emission global impacts:
I used data visualization to compare the carbon emissions with the vulnerabilities by country.

Mobility

1

Kg

7
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Bus

Russia

4

Canada
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Car
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Ukraine

France

11/3

United
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Miles
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Turkey

China

Iran

Plane
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Mexico

Japan

India

Production

Food

South
Korea

Indonesia

131/2

Brazil

5

Apples

Eggs

3

1/3

cup

Milk

American Cheeseburger

Plastic Bottles

Vulnerable Degree

81/3

41/3

Australia

South
Africa

Plastic Bags

395

Electricity

Summary

Laptop

32

Hours
Freezer

13

Invulnerable
Hours

12

10553
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Intermediate

United States
Canada
German
France
United Kingdom
Iran

Vulnerable

3

5

Mexico
Italy
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Russia
Australia

Brazil
Ukraine
Turkey
South Korea
Japan

(#)

India
China
Indonesia

Data Resource:
Greenhouse Gas Emissions by country by Google Public Data;
Potential Vulnerability To Climate Change by Standard & Poo s 2014

Global Economy of Recycling

California Industrial Carbon Cap & Trade System

Understand carbon as a potential economy and value system; identify player and elements for
personal carbon economy

Understand the current carbon trade policies, regulations and incentives
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Photosynthesis Material Exploration

Algae Jacket Prototyping

I believe that photosynthesis is the most sustainable possible solution for the problem of excess carbon emission, so I started to work with living materials for prototypes speculative artifacts.

During the making of Skin Farming Jacket and the Carbon Garden dress, I tested and experimented with various types of
transparent materials, water-proof and breathable solutions, refill valves and stitches.

($!

The refill valve is the Luer Locker which used in medical devices

The garments were made out of two materials: Tyvek, waterproof and breathable, and PE, transparent but hard-to-glue. I
used heat sealer and special glue to make algae pockets.

Durable jacket button for the heavy load of water

A stiff stitch was choose for the fictional working class users
($"
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Thank you to
My advisor Sara Dean, who always
fashion designer for the Carbon Garden
believed in me, guided me and
dress; Tengwen Hu as photograher and
challenged me to push my project further. Anson Ling as model for Skin Farming
Jacket; Nino Panes as photographers and
My writing advisors Stuart Kendall, who
Sarah Weitzman as model for Carbon
gave me insightful advice both on my
Garden dress; Aaron Levine and Dashiell
writing and thesis and helped me adding Corvin-Brittin for checking my thesis
more depth into the ideas behind my
book, Sophie Shao, Zachary Garfield and
works.
others for modeling in previous projects.
All the teachers who gave me valuable
lessons and supports in these three years,
Jon Sueda, Scott Minneman, Matthew
Boyko, Colin Owen, Eric Hale, Paul
Montgomery, Martin Venezky, Barry Katz,
Lynda Grose and a lot more teachers that
I didn’t mention.

And last, my family and friends. Their
caring and support will always be the best
boost for me to continue my speculative
works and believe in myself.

Sincerely,
Shihan Zhang

All the designers who helped me with
my thesis, Cystal Titus as collaborative
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